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The battle between humans and the devil was a very long time. The victory was for the humanity many years ago. The sectarians
tried to summon Satan, but it was in vain. But 5d3b920ae0
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Terrible localisation of what seems to be an unpolished game.. best game, really nice engine, killing bandits in a infinite loop is
everything!!. I would say more about the game but I couldnt really play the game because some of it wasnt translated, things like
the journal or some diolague, and the translation that is done is bad (probably because of a bad translator) and some words that
are translated you can tell arent the right words. So unless you can read russion or until it gets a better translate I wouldnt
reccomment it.. ***WARNING*** This game is pretty terrible - you start off thinking that it's like a copycat version of a Final
Fantasy game. which isn't so bad. Then, you push the button the first time (after the small dialogue of broken English) and the
remaining dialogues are in Russian! WTF??? I probably only spent like a dollar on this game, but it makes me trust the Steam
reviews a little bit less. I used the positive reviews to make my choice, so I'll be more careful in the future.. Really, and I mean
really bad game. I give a ton of leeway to indie rpgmaker games, perhaps more than I should. BUT, to take a game that is so
irredeemably bad, so poorly polished, and pathetically translated and release it as a full game; is reprehensible. You can literally
pay for sex in the first town, and watch an NPC get sucked off by a little girl. That's right folks, game has pedophilia right in the
first town. Big ol' nope from me. u2665u2665u2665u2665 this game and it's creator.. Gooooood game! +cards +huge world
+interesting story +cool adventures 6/10. Bought the game, really tried to like it. But just too many people errors and no
support.. This game is some really confusing stuff and that is why it got such negative reviews. That's the least I'll say to begin
with. First of all, there are some of the languages and texts that are still in Russian. I'm a simple man, I can't read Russian.
Moreover, the English translation is just really horrible in many places. Even the menus are translated horribly. WIth such a
struggle to read the text and what to do, the game becomes a grind in many places it shouldn't be. The game also throws you in
the middle of a world with a bunch of places to go, but I had no clue what I was supposed to do. Perhaps it was also because the
translation was so bad that I was clueless of what was going on, but I was so highly confused by what to do, where to go, and
what the hell I was playing in general. That aside, the combat for this game was a refreshing taste from the usual JRPG style
RPGMaker games. It was simple, but it wasn't the mundane old same as always combat. Overall, this game is not worth it unless
perhaps you know Russian very well and you play it defaulty in Russian. If you don't know Russian, I wouldn't recommend this
game because it's just too confusing. Rating: 3.9/10 Recommend Price: Under $0.14
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